Canopy Pattern: Twin/Single Size

Begin with 1 piece of **Daylite** or **Naturell** fabric which is 18 feet long x width of the fabric (8.2 feet).

Cut the fabric along the dotted lines shown on Image 1. This will yield a finished canopy which is ~7 feet tall and ~9 x 4 feet at the base.

All pieces are symmetric.

It is easiest if you measure and make the red cut first, followed by the two blue cuts. Finally, finish with the black dotted cuts.

You will end up with 4 pieces, 2 large ones and 2 small ones (and 7 pieces of scrap, save these!).
Now sew the 4 large pieces together to form a pyramid type shape. The 2 smaller pieces form the head and foot.

Use scrap material to make and attach ties to the 4 edges for connecting the hoops, about 20 inches from the top. (The exact position depends on the diameter of your hoops, measure carefully!) They can be placed on the inside or outside of the canopy.

Add a loop at the peak.

A layer of reinforcement at the peak can help prevent tearing.

Now just tie in the hoop and hang your new canopy! You can attach the canopy loop directly to your ceiling hook, or if you have a high ceiling, use a bit of string between the hook and the canopy loop to allow the canopy to hang lower.
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